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11.1. 'il3 -cohomology in topological groups. 
The purpose of this section is to examine in detail in what fashion the 
various cohomology groups H(Tv, 0), H(T'JJ, 0) and Htop(G, 0) are related. 
Here G denotes a topological group, 'il3 the family of symmetric neigh-
bourhoods of the identity and V a member of 'i/3. 
In order to formulate the main results we are going to prove, we have 
to digress on direct systems. 
Let '1l = {M, (!, A} denote a direct system of modules, i.e. A is a partially 
ordered index set; M;. is a module over a fixed groundring for any A E A; 
for any pair A<fl a homomorphism (!";. : M;.--'>- M" is defined such that 
ev"(!";.=(!v;.· Note that kere";.Ckerev'- for A<ft<V. 
'1l is said to be almost injective if for any A there is a ft(A) >A such that 
ker (!p(AJJ, = ker (!v;. for any v > ft(A). 
In other words ker e"'" is stable for sufficiently high p, or what amounts to 
the same e"" is a monomorphism on image e"' if p = p(A). If we put(!;.= lim e"r 
we may also define the almost injectivity by ker (!;. = ker e"1;.1,. --;;:+ 
Proposition 11.1. 
Let G be an abstract group and {M, g, A} be an almost injective system 
of G-modules. Then HO(Q, lim M;.) =lim HO(Q, M;.). 
Proof: 
For any G-module M the group HO(Q, M) identifies with the submodule 
MO of G-invariants of M. 
Obviously (!";.M;.o C M"O' and lim M;.O C (lim M,)o. 
~._____,.. _........,.. 
In order to prove the converse inclusion we put lim e"' = (!;.· 
___,. 
I' 
Let mE (lim M,)0 , then m=e;.m, for some A and m, EM;_. Since m=gm 
for any g E G, this means m;. -gm;. E ker (!;. for any g E G. However 
{ M, (!, A} being almost injective, ker (!;. = ker ell(A)A' Therefore 
or 
and 
m = (!;.m, = e"1, 1m"1, 1 E e"1,1M~1;. 1 C lim Mv0• 
_ _,_ 
v 
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We return to the discussion of the various cohomology groups on a 
topological group G. 
We assume from now on that G is a separated topological group and 
that either 
(i) G is connected and locally contractible or 
(ii) G is compact connected and the coefficient group Cis of bounded 
torsion. \Ve shall prove the following facts. 
(*) For any i the groups Hitop(G, C) and Hi(TfB, C) are canonically 
isomorphic. 
In case G is compact the assertion reduces practically to the definition 
of the Alexander-Spanier cohomology groups as we have observed in § 7. 
Furthermore, assume that the group G as an abstract group operates 
on the coefficient group C by a representation e. Then G operates on 
any Tv-cochain f by putting (g f) (a)= O(g) f(g-1a) where a is a V -simplex 
and g-la the left translate of a by g-1. 
Further for any singular cochain f we define similarly g f by 
(g f) (a) = O(g) f(g-1a) 
where a and g-1a denote a singular simplex and its left translate. This 
action of G turns Hitop(G, C) and Hi(TfB, C) into G-modules. We claim 
(**) the isomorphism in (*) respects the G-module structure. 
Finally the action of G on the cochains decomposes into actions n 1 
and n 2 defined by 
(n1(g)f) (a) = f(g-1a) 
(n2(g)j) (a) = O(g)f( a). 
By well known properties of the singular cohomology theory and the 
Alexander-Spanier theory in the cases we are considering, the action of 
G by n1 on Htop(G, C) is the identity action. Therefore the action of G 
on Htop(G, C) derives exclusively from nz i.e. from the action of G on C. 
Furthermore we shall prove 
(***) {Hi(T, C),(!,~} is an almost injective system. 
In proving (***) we need the condition that C be of bounded torsion 
in case G is assumed to be compact connected. 
From (*) and (***) we infer 
(P1) If Hitop(G, C)= 0, then for any V E ~ there is a WE~ with 
ewvHi(Tv, C) = 0. 
Proof: 
By (*) Hitop(G, C)= 0 implies Hi(TfB, C)= 0. Therefore for any V E ~ 
we have evHi(Tv,C)=O, or ker ev=Hi(TfB,C). By(***) there exists a 
wE~ with ker ev=ker ewv. Hence there is awE~ with ewvHi(Tv, C)=O. 
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It is (P1) that we needed in § 7. 
As we have observed Hi(Tv, 0) and Hi(TIJJ, 0) constitute G-modules. 
By (***) and applying proposition 11.1 we find 
(P2) HO(G, Hi(Tf8, 0)) =lim HO(G, Hi(Tw, 0)) for any ~. 
w-+ 
This is the proposition we needed in § 10. 
11.2. Before we proceed to prove(*),(**) and(***) we have to develop 
the notion of representation of a direct system into a direct system. 
The notion of representation will replace the notion of a map of direct 
systems such as defined e.g. in [14]. The notion of map was found to be 
too restricticed for our purposes. All modules to be considered below 
will be taken over the same groundring. 
Let (H, e, A), (K, a, M) be direct systems. Suppose that we are given 
for any A E A an f(Jc) EM and a map rpA : HA--+ Kt(l.)· In general f will 
not be order preserving, and even if it happens to be, the diagram 
HA, 
e 
~ HA, 
'~'t 9'+ 
u 
Kt(A,) ~ Kt(}.,) 
need not be commutative. 
The pair (f, rp) will be said to be a representation if for any pair Jc1 <A2 
there exists a P,l =/(AI) such that the diagram H e H p,s > p,2 = j(.lc2) ;., --+ A, 
'Pf 9't 
K~', K~', 
a'».. x'a 
Kl', 
is commutative. (We omit the indices of the various maps e, rp, a if there 
is no danger of confusion). 
Let (g, 'lfJ) be a representation of (K, a, M) into (L, r, N). We define a 
representation (gf, 'lfJrp) of (H, e, A) into (L, T, N) by gf to be the composed 
map A __1__,. M _!!__,. N and (rp'lfJ)A to be the composed map 
H 'P). K 'Pj(A) L A ~__,. /(A) __ __,. gf(}.) • 
We have to verify that (gf, 'lfJrp) is actually a representation. 
Let v4 , 115 be such that the diagrams 
a 
Kr, 
a 
Kr, Kr, --.+ Kr, --+ 
'~'t '~'t '~'-} '~'t 
L., L., L., L., 
T"' JLT T"'- JCT 
L., L., 
are commutative, and select 1'4 1'6 > 
1'5 
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Then from considering the commutative diagram 
H;,., Q H;., 
t t 
Kp, a a Kp, ---,.. Kp, <-
'l't 
t p L., 
L., 
L., 
'"" 
v ~ ;/.,-
Lv, L., 
•\ i• 
Lv, 
it follows that 
H;., ~ H;., 
'l''l't t'l''l' 
Lv, Lv, 
·"" 
;/.,-
Lv, 
is commutative. 
The representations satisfy the axioms of an abstract category, and so 
the collection of direct systems and representations is a category. 
A pair of representations (f, cp), (f', cp') from (H, (2, A) into (K, a, M) 
is said to be contiguous if for any A E A there exists a fl E M such that the 
diagram 
is commutative. 
One checks immediately that contiguity is symmetric, reflexive and 
transitive. 
Furthermore a similar diagram chasing as before shows: 
If (f', cp') and (f, cp) are contiguous then (g f', 1pcp') and (g f, 1pcp) are 
contiguous. 
If (g, 1p) and (g', 1p') are contiguous so are (g f, 1pcp) and (g'f, 1p'cp). 
A representation (f, cp) from (H, e, A) into (K, a, M) is said to be an 
equivalence if there is a representation (g, 1p) from (K, a, M) into (H, (2, A) 
such that both (f g, cp1p) and (g f, 1pcp) are contiguous to the identity repre-
sentation. We say that (H, (2, A) and (K, a, M) are equivalent. 
Equivalence is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. We prove the 
transitivity. 
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Proof: 
Let D1, 2, 3 be direct systems and 
be equivalences such that r f, f r, s 8, 8 s are contiguous to the identity. 
Then because of the multiplicative properties of contiguity f (8 s) is 
contiguous to f. Therefore f (8 s) r is contiguous to f r. And since contiguity 
behaves transitively, we find that f (8 s) r is contiguous to the identity. 
An important property of the notion of equivalence is expressed in 
Proposition 11.2. 
A direct system (H, (!, A) is almost injective if and only if it is eq~tivalent 
to an almost injective system (K, a, 111} 
Proof: Only if: trivial. 
if: Assume that the product of the equivalences 
(j, !p) (H, (!, A) <-- .. ·~ (K, a, 111) 
(g,1j!) 
is contiguous to the identity. 
Let further for any fl E 111, fl 1 > fl be chosen such that for any fl" > fl 1 
we have ker a~'"~'=ker al''l'; since (K, a, 111) is almost injective such a fl' 
exists. This implies that, if fl = f(J..), ker ( a1,,~' <fl.<)= ker (a~''~' <p,<). 
Let ).1 >). since (/, <p) 1s a representation, there is a fl" such that the 
diagram 
HA ~ H .. , 
'P+ +'P 
K~' K~', 
a'-o!.. ;<'a 
K~', 
is commutative. We may suppose fl 11 > fl 1 • Therefore we find from the 
diagram ker (!.<,-< C ker (a~'"'" <fl.<) =ker (a'"''" <fl.<). 
Now we shall prove that there is a ).' >). with ker (! -''-' :J ker (a 1''1' <p;.); 
this will settle the almost injectivity of (H, (!, A). 
Since (g, 1p) (/, <p) is contiguous to the identity representation, there is 
). 
a A1 > g(fl) such that (!.<,;. = (!J.,a(t<l 1p1, <p;. (*). 
Further since (g, 1p) is a representation there is a).' which we may assume 
to be >A1 such that the diagram K'" '!..o,. K'", 
"'t +"' 
Hg(.u') 
J<'e 
H ;., IS commutative. 
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(*l diagram 
Then (!;.,;. = (!;.,;., (!;.,;. = (!;.,;., (!;.,u(t'l 'lf!f.l cp;. = /!l/glpl '/f!p cp;. = (}Pg(p'l 'If!"' a"'" cp;.. 
This shows that ker (};.';. C ker (a"'" cp;.) q.e.d. 
Remark 
Notice that in proving the sufficiency we only used the fact that (f g, cp1p) 
is contiguous to the identity, i.e. we only needed half the equivalence. 
Let (H, (!, A) U.<rl_,. (K, a, M) be a representation. Define as usual 
(!;.=lim(!;.';. and a"= lim a"'~" 
-~ ----7 ------;.. A' ~I 
Let A3>A1 and put f(A.i)=fli (i=1, 3) and let tt>fll 
fl3 
be such that the 
diagram 
1s commutative. 
Then ap, Cf!;., =a" a1,,u, cp;., =a!' ap,u, cp;., (};.,.\, = ap, cp;., (};.,;.,. 
Suppose now that m;., EM;., (i=1, 2) such that (};.,m;.,=(};.,m;.,, or, what 
amounts to the same, such that there is a A.3 > ~1 with (};.,;.,m;., = (};.,;.,m;.,. 
"2 
Then because of the above remarks 
This shows that (f, cp) induces a unique homomorphism 
lim (f, cp) :lim H;.-+ lim Kw 
------7-- --7- ---+ 
Namely, if mE lim H;. with m=e;.(m;.) we may put 
----'>-
(lim (f, cp)) (m) =a" cp;.(m1J 
----'>-
Without difficulties one checks that lim is a covariant functor from 
the category of direct systems into the category of modules. 
Furthermore if (f, cp) is an equivalence, lim (f, cp) is an isomorphism. 
--+ 
This just comes down to verifying that contiguous representations are 
transformed by lim into the same homomorphisms. 
11.3 Let G be a locally-contractible arcwise-connected group, and )B 
the family of symmetric neighbourhoods of the identity. Let V E )B, and 
Llq be the unit simplex [14] in Rq+l. 
A singular q- simplex Llq _a_,. G is called a singular V-simplex if a(x)-1 
a(y) E )B for any x, y E Llq. 
The collection of all singular V -simplices is a subcomplex !v of the 
singular complex LG of G. 
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If v1 cv2, then .2vl c LV2· As usual the homomorphisms of the 
cohomology groups resulting from these inclusions will be denoted by 
(?VI V2· 
Any _Iv is stable under barycentric subdivision. Further, given V1 C Vz, 
any singular V 2-simplex can be converted into a collection of V 1-simplices by 
iterated barycentric subdivision. This shows that the inclusion _2v1 C _2v2 
induces isomorphisms for the cohomology. Therefore the system 
is almost injective and lim Hi(_Iv, C) may be identified canonically with 
-v-+ 
any Hi(_Iv, C) and in particular with Hi(_Ia, C). 
Now we shall show that the system {Hi(T, C), e, ~}is equivalent with 
{Hi(_I, C), e, ~}. Consequently Hi(Tm, C)=lim Hi(L,v, C)=Hi(L,a, C) and 
-+ 
{Hi(T, C), e, ~}will be also almost injective. These are just the assertions 
(*) and (***) (see § ll.l). the equivalence that we shall exhibit between 
the two systems commutes with the action of G both on Hi(T, C) and 
Hi(L,, C) and therefore also (**) (cf. § ll.l) will be proved. 
Let dO, ... , dq be the ordered set of vertices of Llq. Define the simplicial 
map rpv : _Iv-+ Tv by rpv : a-+ (a(d0), ••• , a(dq)) for any singular V-sim-
plex a. Note that rpv commutes with inclusions and is an equivariant map. 
The resulting homomorphisms for the cohomology will also be denoted 
by rpv. 
Let furthermore f : ~-+ ~ defined to be the identity map. The above 
remarks show that (f, rp) is an equivariant representation from {Hi(T, C), 
e, ~} into {Hi( _I, C), e, ~ }. 
We proceed to define a representation (g, 1p) in the reverse direction. 
Let V E ~be given. Since G is locally contractible we can select a sequence 
of contractible neighbourhoods of the identity e.g. 
V1 c Vz c ... c vi+l 
such that 
V1-1 c v;_ 1 c vj, i<i+I 
vi+\ vi+l c v 
Observe that the V1, ... , Vi+l are not necessarily symmetric. However we 
may select a symmetric neighbourhood V0 = g( V) of the identity such that 
Vo c v1. Define for any j-dimensional Vo-simplex (xo, ... , Xj) with j <i + l. 
Av(xo, ... , XJ)=singular complex _2(x0V1) of x0V1. 
Av(x1, ... , XJ) = L, (x1 V1-1) C .2 (xo Vo VJ-1) C 
C _2(xoV{_ 1 ) C L,(xoVJ)=Av(xo, ... , XJ) 
and 
Av(xo, ... , Xk, ... , XJ) = .2 (xo V1-1) C _2(xo Vi) =Av(xo, ... , xi), k ;;;d. 
This shows that A v is a carrier function. 
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Further, because of Vi-1 ViC Vi-:;\ VH1 C V it follows that Av is a 
carrier function from the (i + 1)-skeleton of Fuw> into the (i + 1)-skeleton 
of _2v. Finally it follows from the definition that Av is equivariant, and 
since the Vi are contractible A v is also acyclic. 1) On account of these 
properties, A v induces a uniquely defined equivariant homomorphism 
Av*='IJ!v: Jli(_2v, 0) ~ Jli(Tg(V), 0). 
We shall now verify that (g, 'IJ!) is actually a representation. 
{Hi(_2, 0), e, ~} ~ {Hi(F, 0), e, ~} 
To prove this we shall associate with any pair V' C V from ~ a W E ~ 
with W C g( V') n g( V) and an acyclic carrier B: Twi+l ~ _2v,i+1 ~ _2vi+l 
such that, for any simplex a E Twi+l, Ba CAva and Ba C Av' a. This will 
show that the induced homomorphism Bv,* : Jli(_2v', 0) ~ Jli(Tw, 0) 
coincides with (!Wg(V') Av,* =ewu(V') 'IJ!V', and that 
Bv* : Jli(Fv, 0) ~ Jli(Tw, 0) 
is just ewu<v> Av=e*wuw> 'IJ!V· 
Further since B : Twi+1 ~ _2v,i+l C _2vH1 it follows that 
Bv* = Bv,* (!V'V· 
Hence the diagram 
Jli+1(Tv) ~ 
'~'-} 
Jli+l(Fuw>) 
e~ 
Jli+l(Tv') 
t'~' 
Jli+l(Tg(V')) 
Jt'e 
Jli+1(Fw) 
is commutative, or (g, 'IJ!) is a representation. 
In order to define W, B, select first a sequence of contractible neigh-
bourhoods of the identity w1 c w2 c ... c wi+1 such that 
W2i-1 c wi, j <i+ 1 
and 
wi c vi n V/. 
Then take w E ~ with w c w1 
WC Von Vo'. 
J Put for any W-simplex (xo, ... ,xi), B(xo, ... , x1) =singular complex 
.2 (xo Wj) of Xo wj. 
Then W and B satisfy all our requirements. 
Thus we have proved that (g, 'IJ!) is actually a representation. 
1) See [14], for definitions and properties. 
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Let a : L11 --+ G, j;>i + 1 be a singular g( V)-simplex. According to our 
definition 
rpg<V> a = (a( dO), ... , a(d1)). 
Since a(d0)-1 a(x) E g( V) = Vo, it follows that a(x) E a( dO) Vo c a( dO) vj. 
Therefore a E ,2(a(dO) V1) =Av (rru<v>(a)); i.e. the carrier Avrru<V> carries the 
identity map .2u<V> --+ ._2v. This means that eu<V>V = rru<v>Av* = rru<V>~V or 
the product representation (/, rp) (g, tp) is contiguous to the identity. 
The carrier Av : F~(t-}--+ _2vH1 carries in particqlar in dimension zero 
the identity map from the set of vertices of Fu<V> into the set vertices of 
_2v. Since for any f<i+1 and any simplex a= (xo, ... , XJ) E F~(t-} we 
have Xo V1 J a and Xo V1 contractible, the identity map in dimension 0 
may be extended to a simplicial map ft : F~(t-} --+ _2vi+l and such that ft 
is carried by Av. 
Then the composed simplicial map r;(t-} ~-+ _2vi+l !.!:__... V--+ Fvi+l 
coincides with the inclusion F~(t-} C Fvi+l, This shows that the map 
coincides with the restriction map eu<V>V· Hence we have shown that 
(g, tp) (/, rp) is contiguous to the identity. 
11.4. Now let G be compact. As we have observed before the state-
ments (*) and (**) are trivial. In order to prove (***) we shall exhibit 
representations 
T {H*(F, 0), e, ~} ~ ~ 
8 
where ~ is a direct system of Cech cohomology groups based on finite 
open coverings, and such that s r is contiguous to the identity. 
Then we shall prove that ~ is almost injective, and according to the 
remark of proposition 11.2 this implies that {H*(F, 0), e, ~} is almost 
injective. 
Let ~ denote the family of symmetric neighbourhoods of the identity. 
A covering of G is understood to be a finite open covering 
where W E ~ is open. 
Cov denotes the collection of coverings of G. 
For any covering U the nerve will be denoted by 9C(U). 
As usual ul > U2, llt E Cov, will mean that ul refines u2. In this case 
there is a unique projection homomorphism 
J'H2 : H*(9f(ll2), 0)--+ H*(9C(Ul), 0) [14]. 
We put ~={H*(9C( ), 0), n, Cov} 
We proceed to define a representation (/, rp) : {H(F, 0), (J, ~}--+ [. 
Select for any V E ~ an open neighbourhood Ov E ~ with Ov4 C V, and 
28 Series A 
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a covel't •• 6 /( V) ={a10v, ... , akOv}. Put q;(aiOv) =ai. If atOv ll aiOv# if>, then 
acla1 E Ov2 C Ov4 C V. Therefore q; induces a simplicial map 
q; : ~(f(V)) ~Tv 
and hence a homomorphism q; : H*(Tv, C)~ H*(~(f(V)), C). 
Suppose that X E ~ is open, and that the covering l = {b1X, ... , b8 X} 
refiRes /( V). Define Wn, : ~(!) ~ Tv by putting lf>va;(btX) = bt and ex-
tending f!>a; simplicially on ~( l). On the other hand let :n: : ~( l) ~ ~(/( V)) 
be a projection, i.e. a simplicial map such that :n:(biX) ".) biX for every i. 
We claim that the simplicial maps lf>va; and q;:n: are carried by a common 
acyclic carrier A. 
Proof: 
For any setS we denote by T(S) the simplicial complex whose n"simpl~ces 
are (n+ I)-tuples from S. 
For any n-simplex Q"={bi0X, bi1X, ... , binX} E ~(!) we put 
A(a) = T( U bii Ov). 
i~O •...• n 
Note that if btX ll b1X #r/>, bc1b1 C X2 C Ov2, and consequently for 
y E biOv andy' E biOv we find y-1y' E Ov4 C V. Hence A(a) is a subcomplex 
of Tv. 
Further T(S) being an acyclic complex for any set S we ·find that A 
is an acyclic carrier ~(!)-+Tv. 
From the definition of lf>va; and A it follows immediately that lf>va; is 
carried by A. 
Since :n:(bJX) =aiOv implies that b1X C aiOv we find that atE bPv, i.e. 
q;:n:(b1X) E b10v. Because q; and :n: are simplicial extensions of the vertex 
maps we find as a consequence that q;n(a) C A(a) for any a E ~(!). 
Thus both lf>va; and q;:n: are carried by A. 
Now if V1 C V2 and if X"C Ov1 ll Ov2 such that !"" {b1X, ... , b8X} 
refines both f(Vl) and j(V2) we find that the composed maps 
H*(Tv1, C) -'E...... H*(f(V1), C)..'!...... H*(~(x), C) 
H*(Tv2 , C) -'E...... H*(f( V2), C) ..:!-+ H*(~(x), C) 
equal f!>*v1a: and f!>*v2a: respectively. 
Further since from the definition of f!> it follows immediately that lf>v2 a: 
is the composed map ~(!) IPv,a:-+ Tv1 C Tv2 , we find that the diagram 
H*(Tv2 ,C) 4 
'~'t 
H*(~(f(V2)),C) 
H*(Tv1,C) 
.),'~' 
H*('Jl(f( V1)), c, 
H*(~(x), C) 
./ 
"'"' 
is commutative, or (/, q;) is a representation. 
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Next we define a representation (g, "P) in the reverse direction. 
Let U= {a10, ... , apO}, 0 open, 0 E )8, be a covering of G. Select a closed 
set Au C 0 such that the family 2ru = {a1Au, ... , akAu} covers G. We select 
now a V =g(U) E )8 such that 
(i) V is a Lebesgue neighbourhood for the family 2ru, i.e. V has the 
property that the collection of subfamilies of 2ru, whose members meet 
simultaneously some x V, coincides with the collection of subfamilies with 
non empty intersection. 
(ii) g(U) = V C 0. 
We define a map "P : G-+ U by assigning first to any x EGan a;Au =ip(x) 
with x E aiAu and putting "P(x) =a,O. 
Since V is a Lebesgue neighbourhood for 2ru the set of vertices of a 
V-simplex maps by 1p into a subfamily of 2ru with non empty intersection, 
and therefore by "P into a subfamily of U with non empty intersection. 
Hence the map "P : G-+ U extends to a simplicial map "P : Fv = 
= Fy(lt) -+ in(U), and this induces a map "P : H*(in(U), C)-+ H(Fy(tt), C). 
We show first that (g, "P) is a representation. 
Let U1 = {a101, ... , akOl}, U2 = {b10z, ... , bs 02} be coverings and U2 > U1• 
Denote by n12 a projection 9C(U2) -+ in(U1) i.e. a simplicial map with 
the property that any vertex bi02 of 9C(U2) is assigned a vertex ai01 of 
in(U1) with bi02 C aj01 • Further let WE )8 be a Lebesgue neighbourhood 
for 2ru, V 2ru,, and (xo, ... , Xn) a W-simplex. Then, since Xi E ipuJxi) 
and Xi E ipu,(xi), the subfamily 1jju,(xo), ... , ipu,(xn), ipu,(xo), ... ipu,(xn) of 
2ru, V 2ru, has a non empty intersection; since 1pu, x C "P (x), the family 
'ljJtt, (xo), ... ,'ljJu, (xn), "Pu, (xo), ... ,'ljJu, (xn) has a non empty intersection, and 
consequently also the family "Ptt, (xo), ... , 'ljJu, (xn), 7ri2('1jJu,(xn), ... , nl2( "Pu,(xn)) ), 
because "Pu,(xi) C 7ri2("Pu,(xi)). 
If in addition W C g (U1) n g(U2) then Fw C Fy(u.), and the preceding 
' remarks show that the composed simplicial maps · 
Fw C Fy<tt,) -"'__,. in(U1) 
Fw C Fy<u,) -"'__,. in(U2) .!'__,. in(U1) 
map any simplex (xo, ... , Xn) E Fw on the faces ('1jJu,(Xo), ... , 'ljJu,(Xn)) and 
(nl2"Pu,(xo), ... , 7ri2"Pu,(xn)) of the common simplex ("PuJxo)), ... , 'ljJu,(xn), 
7ri2('1jJu,(xo)), ... , 7ri2('1jJu,(xn)) of in(U1). Therefore the cohomological effect 
of the two maps is the same and so the diagram 
'I'+ 
H* ( rg(ll,l, C) 
t'l' 
H*(Fg(U,l• C) 
i/e Q"' 
H*(Tw,C) 
IS commutative or (g, "P) is a representation. 
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Finally we have to verify that (g, 1p) (f, rp) is contiguous to the identity. 
First we observe that for any V E )8 we have Ov C V, and for 
U=f(V)={alOv, ... , akOv} 
we have, by requirement (ii) for g, that g(f(V))=g(U) C Ov C V. 
Recall that if a= {ai" Ov, ... , ai.Ov} is a simplex from SJ((U), then 
rp(a) = (ai, ... , aisl and T(ai, Ov U ... U aisOv) is an acyclic subcomplex 
of rv. 
Now let (xo, ... , Xn) be a Tg(f(V))-simplex. Then if 1p(x8 ) = aiPv 
1p(xo, ... , Xn) ={aiPv, ... , airPv} E in(U) 
and Xs E 7p(Xs)=atPv. 
So we find the inclusion map 
( ) F 0 uw 11 c rv ( , Xo, ... , Xn __,. Xo, ... , Xn) 
and 
are both carried by the carrier D: Tg(f(V))--+ Tv defined by 
D(xo, ... , Xn) = T(aiPv U ... U ainOv), 
and D is an acyclic carrier. 
Therefore the maps 
1prp : H*(Fv, C)--+ H*(Tg<JWJJ, C) 
and 
e : H*(Tv, C)--+ H*(Tg<JWJJ, C) 
coincide. 
This proves that (g, 1p) (f, rp) is contiguous to the identity. 
Thus the proof of the almost injectivity of {H*(T, C), g, lB} is reduced 
to that of {H*(in( ), C), n, Cov.}. 
11.5. We shall prove now that on a compact group G the direct system 
{H*(in( ), C), g, Cov} is almost injective if C is of bounded torsion. 
The proof proceeds in stages. First the assertion is proved for finitely 
generated C. From this the assertion follows for a torsion group C of 
bounded torsion. The general theorem is obtained from these special cases 
by use of the universal coefficient theorems. 
We shall say that the abelian group C is a stabilizer if the system 
{H*(in( ), C), g, Cov} is almost injective. The simplicial complexes 
in(U), in(U'), ... , U, U' E Cov will be denoted by _L, _L', .. . for short. 
Usually we assume U and therefore 2: to be fixed, whereas U' will be a 
variable refinement of U, and hence 2:' will be usually variable. 
Since 2: is always a finite complex Fn(_L, C) may be identified with 
Fn(_L) (81 C, where Fn(_L, C), Fn(_L) are the n-th cochain groups over C 
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and the integers respectively. Therefore, if 0 is finitely generated, so is 
Fn(L, 0) and hence also Hn(L, 0). 
In a finitely generated abelian group the ascending chain condition 
holds. Consequently a direct system of finitely generated abelian groups 
is almost injective. Hence any finitely generated 0 is a stabilizer. In 
particular the system of cohomology groups over the integers is almost 
injective. 
Suppose now that 0 =! Di is the direct sum of a family {Di} of identical 
copies of a stabilizer D. Then the groups Hn(!, 0) and the maps 
are direct sums of identical copies of Hn(!, D) and 
(!D: Hn(L, D)~ Hn(!', D). 
Since by assumption ker (!D becomes stable if !' is the nerve of a suffi-
ciently fine covering, ker ec becomes stable simultaneously, i.e. 0 is a 
stabilizer. 
By similar arguments it follows that the direct sum of a finite family 
of stabilizers is a stabilizer. 
Combining the two remarks we find that the direct sum of a family 
of stabilizers which decomposes into finitely many classes of isomorphic 
elements, is again a stabilizer. 
Since any torsion group of bounded torsion is a direct sum of cyclic 
groups of bounded order, and since any cyclic group is a stabilizer, it 
follows by the last remark that any torsion group of bounded torsion is 
a stabilizer. 
Before we proceed to prove that any group of bounded torsion is a 
stabilizer we have to recall a part of the universal coefficient theorems 
[14 p. 161.] 
Since! is finite, the group Hn(!, 0) contains for any coefficient group 0 
a canonical subgroup Pn(!, 0) which may be identified with Hn(!) ® 0 
and which has the following properties. 
For any integral cochain map n : ! ~ !', nc(Pn(!, 0)) C Pn(!', 0), 
where nc denotes the effect of n on the cohomology groups with coefficients 
in 0. 
For any homomorphism 1p: 0 ~ 0', 1p(Pn(!, 0)) C Pn(!, 0'). The iden-
tification of the groups Pn(!, 0) with Hn(!) ® 0 is such that the 
maps nc I .Pn(!, 0) and 1p I Pn(!, 0) coincide with 
Hn(L) Q9 0 ~~ Hn(!') Q9 0 
and 
Hn(L) Q9 0 ~ ® 1J1 ~ Hn(L) Q9 0'. 
The groups Pn(!, 0) are direct summands in Hn(!, 0) and 
Hn(!, O)(Pn(!, 0) 
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may be identified with Tor (Hn+l(~), 0). The identification is such that 
for a homomorphism "P : 0 ~ 0' the resulting map 
identifies with 
Tor (Hn+l(~), 1p) : Tor (Hn+l(~), 0) ~ Tor (Hn+l('i,), 0'). 
We shall write for convenience "P in place of Tor (Hn+l('i,), 1p). 
Furthermore for fixed~ and variable 0 we may select direct decomposi-
tions Hn(~, 0) = Pn(~, 0) +En(~, 0) such that for any homomorphism 
1p : 0 ~ 0' the group En(L,, 0) maps into En('I,, 0'). 
We return to the proof that a 0 of bounded torsion is a stabilizer. 
Let T C 0 be the torsion subgroup of 0 and OfT =Q. Denote the in-
clusion map T C 0 by 'YJ and the natural projection 0 ~ Q by "P· Since 
Q is torsion free, the following two sequences are exact for any abelian 
group A. 
(I) 
\ 0 ~Tor (A, T) _!L, Tor (A, 0) L Tor (A, Q) = 0 
( 0 ~A Q9 T id 119 17-->- A Q9 0 id 119 "' A Q9 Q ~ 0. 
In virtue of the universal coefficient theorems and ( 1) we find that . 
(2) 
(3) 
0 ~ Pn(~, T) _!7__,. Pn('I,, 0) ..J:->- Pn(~, Q) ~ 0 
0 ~ En(~, T) _!7__,. En(~, 0) L En('i,, Q) = 0 
are both exact. Therefore 
(4) 
is exact. 
The group T and the additive group of the integers being stabilizers we 
may assume that the variable refinement U' is such that 
and 
have a stable kernel. We put ker (! = R. Hence (! admits a factorization 
(! : Hn('i,) __A_,. HnC2JJR ..!!->-.Hn(~'), where A is an epimorphism and f-l a 
monomorphism. R being stable, A is fixed once for all. 
We have a corresponding factorization 
e g id : Hn(~) Q9 0 ~§lid__,. Hn(~)JR Q9 0 11- ®id->- Hn('i,') Q9 0. 
Denoting by K(O) the kernel of the epimorphism A Q9 id and identifying 
Hn('i,) ® 0 with Pn(~, 0) we have thus a factorization 
(5) (!c J Pn(~, 0) : Pn(.~, 0) ~-->- Pn(.~;, 0)/K(O) p,c-+ Pn(!', 0) 
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For any homomorphism cp : 0 -+ 0' the induced maps cp commute with 
the maps A and fl· 
Since Q is torsion free the sequence 
0-+ Hn("2J/R ® T id 011-. Hn(J,)/R ® 0 ~~ Hn(2,)/R ® Q-+ 0 
is exact, i.e. 
(6) 0-+ Pn(2,, T)jK(T) _!!__. Pn(2,, 0)/K(O) _!!!__. Pn(.~, Q)/K(Q) -+ 0 
is exact. 
The exactness of (6) and (2) implies the exactness of 
(7) 0-+ K(T) _!7__,. K(O) _!!!_, K(Q) -+ 0. 
The exactness of (4) and (7) implies the exactness of 
(8) 0-+ Hn('I,, T)/K(T) -+ Hn('I,, 0)/K(O) ~ Hn("I,, Q)/K(Q) -+ 0. 
K(O) being the kernel of Pn(2,, 0) ~ Pn(2,, 0)/K(O) it is contained in 
the kernel of ec I Pn(."I,, 0) (see (5)) and therefore it is contained in the 
kernel of ec : Hn(2,, 0)-+ Hn(J_', 0). Therefore we may extend the fac-
torization ( 5) to a factorization · 
ec : Hn(J_, 0) ~ Hn(J_, 0)/K(O) P.c_, Hn(J.', 0). 
Since the map A is fixed, it will be seen that the map Ac is fixed and hence 
ker Ac=K(O) is fixed. 
Thus we obtain a commutative diagram 
0 -+ Hn(J_, T) Hn(J., 0) ----+ Hn(J_, Q) "-J Hn(J_) ® Q -+ 0 
t AT t Ac t AQ ~ t ). 0 id 
0-+ Hn(J_, T)/K(T)-+Hn(J_, 0)/K(O)-+Hn(J_, Q)/K(Q)r-.JHn(J.)/R®Q-+0 
t fl-T t p.c t P,Q _ t p. 0 id 
0-+ Hn(J_', T) ----+ Hn("',', 0) ----+ Hn(J_', Q) "-J Hn(J_') ® Q-+ 0 
where the rows are exact by (4) and (8) and the columns are factorizations 
of the maps (}T, ec (}Q· 
fl : Hn(J.)/R -+ Hn(J_') being a monomorphism and Q being torsion 
free, the map p, ® id = flQ is a monomorphism. This implies by the exactness 
of the middle and bottom row that ker p,c=1] ker flT· 
AT being an epimorphism, ker flT =AT ker (P,T AT)= AT ker (}T· Hence 
ker p,c=1]AT ker (}T=Ac 1J ker (}T· 
Consequently ker ec = Ac-1 ker p,c = Ac-l(Ac 1J ker (}T) = 1J ker (}T + ker Ac. 
ker Ac is fixed and ker (}T is stable, hence ker ec is stable. Hence any 0 
of bounded torsion is a stabilizer. 
12. Concluding remarks 
Let G be any group and~ a collection of symmetric subsets of generators 
of G, such that the intersection of any two members of contains a member 
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of ~. According to proposition 5.1 and § 6, a local extension 
1----'J>-NC U-----')>- V ----'J>-1, 
V E ~, has an enlargement from ~ if the following two conditions are 
satisfied: (i) the system {H(F, O(N)), (!, ~} is almost injective, and (ii) 
Hl(F'lJ, O(N)) =H2(F'1J, O(N)) = 0. 
Let G' be a topological group, ~' the system of symmetric neighbour-
hoods of the identity, G a dense subgroup of G' and ~ the induced system 
of symmetric neighbourhoods in G. Let as usual rv, v E ~' denote the 
complex of V-simplices on G, and Fv, V' E ~', be the complex of V'-
simplices on G'. By similar acyclic carrier techniques as we employed 
in § 11 one can prove that 
{H(F', O(N)), (!, ~'} 
and 
{H(F, O(N)), (!, ~} 
are equivalent direct systems. 
Therefore if (i) and (ii) hold for G' they also hold for G. By the results 
of § 11 we know that if G' is 
or 
(a) connected, locally contractible, and 
H 1tov(G', O(N))=H2tov(G', O(N))=O, 
(b) G' compact connected, O(N) of bounded torsion, 
H1tov(G', O(N))=H2tov(G', O(N))=O, 
the conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
Hence, by the preceding remarks, if G is a dense subgroup of a group G' 
satisfying (a) or (b) then any local extension 1 ---'J>- N C U ---'J>- V ---'J>- 1, V E ~' 
is enlargible from ~. 
This seems to suggest that the groups Hi(F'S) could be used as a re-
asonable substitute for the topological cohomology groups of G, in case G 
lacks such properties as local and global connectedness. Perhaps also a 
reasonable definition of the homotopy groups of G and universal covering 
group could be based on the complexes Fv, if the ordinary connectedness 
properties are lacking (see e.g. [4], [11]). 1) 
Further one might inquire whether the conditions under which theorems 
7.1 and 10.1 are stated could be relaxed. For the case of arcwise connected 
G the situation looks satisfactory; however, one could replace local con-
tractibility by the condition that G has arbitrarily small neighbourhoods 
with trivial homology groups. For the case of compact connected G the 
condition on 0 to be of bounded torsion is rather awkward. Unfortunately 
1 ) Essentially this procedure goes back to Vietoris [15]. 
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our proofs rely on the property of almost injectivity of the direct system 
of Cech cohomology groups of finite coverings with coefficients in 0; 
simple counter examples show that this property may fail to hold for 
arbitrary C. Remark 3 in § 10 shows that some improvement at least is 
possible. We ignore to what extent m general the bounded torsion of 0 
can be removed. 
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